
Junior Class

7/31/23

*Meeting motioned at 1:51 by Claire Morris

All Members Present except: Marcus Madoski, ,Mina Armanious

1. Homecoming nuts and bolts
a. We have a float

i. We will be using tori’s float
b. We have a driver

i. Tori’s dad will be driving
ii. We need to get the driver form and everything ready for the parade

c. Location
i. So far the location is ximena’s ranch unless anyone can think of a location

closer to the school
ii. Maybe open it up for discussion during the big class meeting in the north

gym
d. Themes

i. Liv and Maddie
ii. One direction
iii. Pending on student vote on which will be our homecoming theme

2. One direction decorations
a. Float

i. Stage
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1. Made out of wood sheets
ii. Metal pole

1. made with Pvc pipes and cardboard
iii. Balloon arch

1. We may be able to use the balloon arch kits from target
2. We also have a new supply of green balloons to pull from

iv. Stars
1. Order golden hanging starts from amazon

v. Film strip
1. Butcher paper
2. Pictures from the student body

vi. Red velvet ropes
1. We need to ask ochoa if we will be able to use those

vii. Drums
1. James has a set

viii. Smoke machine
1. Do we have one that still works?

ix. Boys acting as one directions
1. We need to decide who will be who when at a later time

x. Fire extinguisher
1. Elias will supply one

xi. Fireworks
1. Made out of cardboard to be in the background

xii. Telephone booth
1. Giant cardboard boxes

xiii. Outline of crowd/ paparazzi
1. We can buy cut outs from amazon

b. Lip Sync
i. Use the song: Best song ever and change the props to saying best class

ever
ii. For outfits we could do fangirls and that wouldn’t be too difficult
iii. Maybe try to incorporate some peace symbols
iv. We can even try to do boy band shirts



v. As a prop we could incorporate a telephone booth
c. Big poster

i. Do an the various album covers from one direction
ii. How do we make more use out of the winterfest posters

1. Maybe make them interactive
2. Make them into a board game with a giant dice

a. Try to incorporate prizes
3. Do a I spy game

a. Officers could come up with a list of items hidden in the
poster and random students will be chosen to try and find
the,

4. Have the posters laid down on the floor of the north gym
d. Shopping cart

i. Have polaroid pictures hanging from the bottom of the shopping cart with
pictures from the junior class

ii. Have album covers on the sides
iii. We can have records
iv. Figure out a way to make a spinning stage
v. Incorporate music
vi. Have signs that say one direction

e. Window
i. 3d telephone booth

1. This can be made out of cardboard
ii. We need to ask a teacher to use their window
iii. Take the measurements of the window again just to be sure

f. Lemonade stand
i. We can have the lemonade stand decorated as an actual photo booth

where we can have cardboard cutouts of each one direction member for
students to take pictures with

3. Liv and Maddie decorations
a. Float

i. Red velvet ropes
1. Ask ochoa for these

ii. Red carpet
iii. Paperazzie

1. Cutouts from amazon
iv. Clothing racks

1. Ask for donations first
v. Mannequins

1. This can have clothes and accessories on it
vi. Vanity

1. Made out of wood
vii. Sisters by chance friends by choice as the huge background

1. Possibly use a bedsheet between wood pillars



viii. Split
1. Diagonally

ix. Beds
1. Put sheets on top of hay bales

a. The only problem we run into with that is that there are a
bunch of safety precautions that go along with having hay
on the float so they will need to be cleared by morty

b. Also who are we getting the hay bales from
x. Backboards to the beds

1. Marquee for live
2. Basketball hoop for maddie

xi. Helium for the balloons is needed
xii. Cow bells as an element for maddie

b. Window
i. Have the split between lockers

1. We can even make the lockers 3d
ii. Have the intro of liv and maddie be the widow design
iii. Another idea is to incrperate Linda and heather into the windows
iv. In order to be more 3d we could do a clothing rack with all different

elements on it
c. Lemonade stand

i. Fro yo video as inspo
1. Base treats around this theme as well

ii. Use the logo of liv and maddie on the front
iii. Clothing rack
iv. Lemonade man?
v. Those childrens stickers the come out of the wall
vi. Basketball hoop

d. Lip sync
i. Use the intro theme song to start off our lip sync
ii. An alternate idea could be where we have one person “Clicking through

the channels and do multiple popular disney shows until we finally land on
liv maddie

iii. Wear pj’s for the outfits
1. Would we be able to find tearable clothes

iv. Explore the liv and maddie soundtrack on spotify
v. Song ideas

1. Linda and heather
2. Froyo song
3. The intro theme song
4. You, me and the beat
5. As long as i have you
6. Count me in
7. On top of the world



8. Say hey
e. Shopping cart

i. Do a shopping cart flip like the seniors last year did their junior year
ii. Liv side

1. Have a stage
2. Give a concert appeal
3. Have ping pong balls cut in half to make a marquee to represent

the sign
iii. Maddies side

1. Basketball court
2. Lockers

iv. Write juniors with the marquee
v. Have lots of balloons hanging all around
vi. Have an sticking out aspect to the shopping cart coming from the back of

the cart
f. Other decoration

i. We need to purchase something to separate our area for the night rally
ii. We need to purchase spirit items for the class

1. The can be laid out at the night rally and can be disrupted with on
the day of lemonade stands

*Adjourned at 2:50 on July 31, 2023 by Claire Morris*


